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Single-Mode Generation of Quantum Photon States by Excited Single Molecules
in a Microcavity Trap
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The active microcavity is adopted as an efficient source of nonclassical light. Using this device,
excited with a mode-locked laser at a rate of 100 MHz, single photons are generated over asingle
field mode with a nonclassical sub-Poissonian distribution. Adiabatic recycling within a multistep
Franck-Condon molecular optical-pumping mechanism, characterized by quantum efficiency close to
1, implies a pump self-regularization process leading to a strikingn-squeezing effect. Replicating the
basic single-atom excitation process a beam of quantum photonjnl states (Fock states) can be created.
This represents a significant advance in the fields of basic quantum-mechanical investigation, quantum
communication, and quantum cryptography.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 32.50.+d, 42.50.Vk
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The generation of nonclassical light is an importa
topic of modern physics since it provides the basic too
for the investigation of fundamental processes involvin
the quantum interferometry of particles. Furthermor
from a more technological perspective, the realization
a reliable source of this kind of radiation may represe
a significant advance in the modern fields of quantu
communication and quantum cryptography [1,2]. For th
purpose the method of pump self-regularization has be
adopted in the past within a few dynamical processes
provide a sub-Poissonian character of the generated l
[3]. These essentially are the electron-charge-induc
antibunching process acting within the excitation of
semiconductor laser and the Rabi dynamics in reson
fluorescence with excitation of single atoms in a bea
in a trap, or in a solid host [4–7]. The use of th
latter process is very difficult in practice because of t
delicate high-resolution spectroscopic techniques nee
for the resonantexcitation of confined single atoms in
space, the hard problem of discriminating a very we
beam in the presence of a very strong one at thesame
wavelength, and, most important, the inefficiency of th
process since the weak resonant scattering occurs inall
spatial directions. In this Letter we demonstrate that the
problems can indeed be overcome by a novel and effici
pump self-regularization scheme and by making use o
smart combination of optical techniques partially based
the peculiar properties of the microcavity in the conte
of atomic spontaneous emission (SpE) [8]. The result
a new, efficient generator of a nonclassical single-phot
state that can be transformed into a quantum Fockjnl state
generator.

Let us outline our method by referring to the single
molecule condition. A single Oxazine 720 molecul
absorbing and emitting radiation atlp  2pcyvp

and l  2pcyv, respectively, was excited within a
virtually single-longitudinal-mode microcavity, with
relevant dimension d  mly2, m  1 (or m 
whole number close to 1), finessef  160, and ter-
0 0031-9007y96y76(6)y900(4)$06.00
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minated by two parallel, plane Bragg reflectors (o
mirrors, i  1, 2) highly reflecting atl sRi ; jrij

2 ø 1d
and transparent atlp , l. Because of this last property
the excitation of the molecule could indeed by localize
within a small volumeV  dsp about equal tol3 at
the intersection of the cavity active layer with the foc
region of a 3 cmf1 lens collecting the excitation from
a pulsed laser beam operating atlp. The device was
excited by a collision-pulse mode-locked (CPM) las
emitting at lp  615 nm a sequence of equal pulse
referred to as “dt pulses,” with durationdt  0.1 ps,
energy e  0.12 nJ, and ratey  1yDt  100 MHz.
The experiment was also carried out, successfully b
with far more critical requirements for the parametersdt
and e, at lp  532 nm, with a dt  5 ns, y  20 Hz
pulsed beam SHG by a Nd-YAGQ-switched laser [9].
The selected active system was a molecular solution
ethylene glycol, a very viscous solvent atT  300 K,
with concentration in the ranger  1012 1018 cm23,
absorption cross sectionspslpd  2 3 10216 cm2, and
free-space SpE timesT1d0 ; 1yG0 ø 4 ns at the emis-
sion l  702 nm at which the microcavity was tuned
Furthermore, very important, the selected molecule ha
singlet four-level optical pumping quantum efficiencyh0

close to 1 [9]. With a calibratedr and a well-stirred and
highly filtered solution, to avoid any molecular clustering
the search for the single-molecule excitation conditio
was accomplished by transversal displacements of the l
focus in the microcavity active plane. Once found, th
condition kept fairly stable in time atT  300 K albeit
long term stability was obtained by cooling the system
10 K by a closed-cycle Joule-Thomson cryostat. Accor
ing to a useful property of the microcavity withm  1
and to its actual geometry, the light emission took pla
approximately over two counterpropagating plane-wa
modes with vectorsk and k0 ; 2k orthogonal to the
mirrors [9]. As far as the basic dynamics is concerne
since the quantum efficiency of the molecular absorptio
emission cycle ish0 ø 1, we may say that virtuallyevery
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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pump photon extracted from the laser beam, i.e., w
Poisson statistics, atlp is re-emitted at adifferentl over
k or k0, with an antibunched character because of pum
regularization, and then detected. Precisely, the ove
pump regularization arises from the synergy of seve
processes: theshort-pulseexcitation of asinglemolecule
and the “cycle self-regularization” due to the finite tim
taken by the excitation to cycle adiabatically through
four-level system before restoring de-excitation, as w
shall see. The latter process may be somewhat relate
the laser squeezing model proposed by Ritschet al. [10].
The statistical character of the output beam was asses
by a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) apparatus show
in Fig. 1 while detection was provided by two coole
(RCA31034-A) phototubes, PM1,2, with quantum efficien-
cies j1 ø j2 ø 0.12 and average noise rateø100 Hz.
The data analysis was carried out with a gated SR4
photon counter or, when necessary, by charge integrat
at the PM anodes. In addition to the experiment show
by Fig. 1, an equivalent Hanbury-Brown-Twiss test wa
also carried out by adopting an active microcavity wit
R1  R2, with no useof any external beam splitter, the
two arms of the HBT interferometer being simply pro
vided by the two output modesk andk0. These may be
interpreted as corresponding to the two pure momentu
states that form the basis of the quantum superposit
representing any single-photon cavity excitation. Th
novel experimental configuration appears conceptua
interesting as it suggests interpreting the microcavity as
new kind ofactive beam splitter.

Let us look more closely at the coupling process, b
assuming a symmetrical cavity,m  1, and a momentum-
state superposition of thepolarizedemitted photon over the
modesk andk0 with corresponding mutually commuting
operatorŝa ; âk andâ0 ; âk0 [11]. The normal-ordered
Hamiltonian of the system is

Ĥ  1
2 h̄vpôyô 1

1
2 h̄vhâyâ 1 â0yâ0j

1
1
2

X
j

h̄vjp̂jj 2 ih̄Kpôysp̂ 0d2

2 ih̄K 0sây 1 â0ydp̂2 1 H.c.

ô being the single-mode pump field operator,Kp andK 0 ~
p

h appropriate coupling parameters proportional
corresponding Rabi frequenciesVp and V0, h the mi-
crocavity field-enhancing factor, and̂pij ; jil kjj si, j 
0 3d the transition operators relative to the four-leve
system modeling the relevant features of the Franc
Condon dynamics of the single molecule. The system
evolution is simplified by analyzing it separately in
the two 2-dimensional Hilbert subspaces spanned
states sj1l, j2ld, sj0l, j3ld since their respective dy-
namics are connected only by a rotovibrational fa
relaxation process via a single coupling parameterg ;
1yT2 ø 5 3 1012 s21 [12]. The transition operators are
p̂2 ; j0l k3j andsp̂ 0d2 ; j1l k2j in the subspaces where
the usual spin commutation relations hold for prime
h
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FIG. 1. Collision-pulse mode-locked laser-excited microca
ity and Hanbury-Brown-Twiss apparatus.

and unprimed operators. This allows a detailed stu
of the main features of the evolution of the absorptio
emission cycle responsible for the self-regularizatio
dynamics [3]. In particular, the SpE from level 3 i
characterized by a cavity-enhanced, quasiexponen
decay parameterG2ijV0j2fz sDvd 2 z psDvdg, where
z sDvd is the complex Heitler’s function [13]: for our
system g ¿ G. By assuming that at the initial time
of any (square)dt pulse, t  0, the molecular excita-
tion is in the ground state,kp̂11l  1, the dynamics is
analyzed by a Torrey-type formulation leading to th
relevant statistical averages involving the field emitte
and detected at the retarded timet0  t 1 zyc by a
detector placed at a distancez from the center of the
cavity, on its axisz [14]. For instance, the intensity
k: Îst0d :l radiated after excitation by a sequence
equal dt pulses, with dt ø G21 and time interval
Dt ; y21, kÊ2sz, t0dÊ1sz, t0dl  K repT kp̂1stdp̂2stdl,
where repT ustd ;

P1`
2` n ust 2 nDtd [15]. For t . dt is

found, to a good approximation,kp̂1stdp̂2stdl 
Ah1 2 B exps23gdty2d cossVdtd 1 C exps23gdty2d 3

sinsVdtdj exps2Gtd, with V  fjVp j2 2 sgy2d2g1y2,
A  jVpj2sjVp j2 2 g2dysjVp j2 1 2g2d2, B 

1
2 sjVpj2 2

4g2dysjVp j2 2 g2d, C  2sgy4Vd s7jVp j2 2 4g2dy
sjVp j2 2 g2d, for G ø g. Note that with the parameters
corresponding to the CPM excitation in our experimen
each laserdt pulse is ap pulse for the overall dynam-
ics sinceVpT2 ø s6speygdtsph̄vpd1y2 . 1 andVpdt ø
p . Then, if a single molecule interacts with that puls
the excitation does not have time to cycle more than on
within the four-level system, leading to the emission of n
more than one photon for eachdt pulse. This is precisely
the origin of the mechanism of self-regularization an
determines theantibunchedcharacter of the emitted radi-
ation [16]. With the excitation provided by longer pulse
dt ø 1yG, thep-pulse condition becomes very critically
dependent on all parameters and there is the possibility
multiple cycles withindt. This would certainly lead to a
Poisson-type multiple emission [9].
901
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The above analysis is completed by the evaluation of
degree of second-order coherence,gs2dstd ; k: Îst0dÎst0 1

td :lyfk: Îst0d :lg2. This relevant quantity is evaluate
by first expressing the emission intensity averagekp̂1st 1

tdp̂2st 1 tdl as a linear superposition of molecula
raising-lowering operator averages evaluated at timet.
Then the second-order correlation function appearing
the numerator ofgs2dstd is evaluated with the help of the
quantum regression theorem[16,17]. In view of the spon-
taneous emission dynamics involving the statesj3l, j0l,
we may write the intensity average in the simple for
kp̂1st 1 tdp̂2st 1 tdl  b1std 1 b2std kp̂1stdp̂2 stdl,
where b1std and b2std are evaluated by solving the
master equation accounting for the emission proce
This leads to a straightforward evaluation ofgs2dstd
which is given here for the four-level system,t ø 0,
t , Dt, dt ø 1yG in the following form: gs2dstd 
ffexps2Gtd 2 exps2gtdg, with f ø 0.44 f2gDtg21 for
our experimental conditions. We see thatgs2dstd is exactly
equal to zero fort  0 and very close to zero for anyt,
being proportional to the small termf2gDtg21 ø 1024,
as expected. In order to account formally for the e
perimental parameters involved in the HBT test,
equivalent quantum photodetection theory may
conveniently expressed in terms of thecoincidence pa-
rametera introduced by Grangieret al. [18]. Within the
context of our work, this parameter is defined in terms
the probabilities of registering, by two detection chann
1, 2 relative to the output ports of the HBT beam splitte
coincidence and single signals for eachdt pulse and
within a gate intervalDtg starting at t: ast, Dtgd ;
kpcst, Dtgdlykp1st, Dtgdl kp2st, Dtgdl. For single-mode
excitation of the beam splitter,Dtg ø T1, we obtain
by quantum theory [3]asnd ; as0, Dtgd  Trhr̂N̂f1 2

exps2j1â
y
1 â1dg f1 2 exps2j2â

y
2 â2dgj hsssTrr̂N̂f1 2 exps2

j1â
y
1 â1dgdddsssTrr̂N̂f1 2 exps2j2â

y
2 â2dgdddj21, where r̂ rep-

resents the properties of the source field andN̂ is the
normal-ordering operator. By then-state expansion
r̂ 

P
n Pnjnl knj, a is finally obtained for some relevan

photon distributions.
(1) Chaotic:

Pn  nnys1 1 nd11n,

a  f2 1 j1T 0n 1 j2R0ngyf1 1 j1T 0n 1 j2R0ng ;

(2) coherent:

Pn 
nn

n!
exps2nd, a  1 ;

(3) antibunched:

Pn  dn,n,

a  f1 1 s1 2 j1T 0 2 j2R0dn 2 s1 2 j1T 0dn

2s1 2 j2R0dng hf1 2 s1 2 j1T 0dng f1 2 s1 2 j2R0dnj21,

whereR0  jr j2 andT 0  jtj2 are the optical parameter
of the (lossless) beam splitter andn the average numbe
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of photons emitted after each excitationdt pulse. By a
first-order expansion ofa, the second-order correlation
function may be expressed in the formgs2ds0d  fa 2

Bsndg fAsndg21, where

Asnd  sTrfr̂â
y
1 â1gd sTrfr̂â

y
2 â2gd

3 hsssTrr̂N̂f1 2 exps2j1â
y
1 â1dgddd

3 sssTrr̂N̂f1 2 exps2j2â
y
2 â2dgdddj21

and

Bsnd  Trr̂N̂hf1 2 exps 2 j1â
y
1 â1dgf1 2 exps2j2â

y
2 â2dg

2â
y
1 â1â

y
2 â2j hsssTrr̂N̂f1 2 exps2j1â

y
1 â1dgddd

3 sssTrr̂N̂f1 2 exps2j2â
y
2 â2dgdddj21.

According to the theory, forn  1 gs2ds0d  a  0. The
parametera is plotted in Fig. 2 for the three cases vsn
and the molecularr ~ n, for our experimental conditions.
Note in Fig. 2 the good experimental verification fo
n . 1 of the theoretical curve expressingasnd in the
sub-Poissonian condition, viz., implying the puren-
state distributionPn  dn,n. These results of the HBT
experiment show that an increasing sub-Poisson chara
of the output radiation is gradually established forr

varying over 2 orders of magnitude, leading forr ø
7 3 1014 cm23 to the striking valuea  gs2ds0d  0
for n  n  1. This last result has been obtained
T  300 K with a 50%-50% beam splitter within a run

FIG. 2. Coincidence parameterasnd as function of the num-
ber of photons emitted after each excitation pulse and of
molecular concentration. The time gate of the HBT appa
tus is Dtg  1 ns and the ratio of the emission probabilitie
over the two output modes of the nonsymmetrical microcav
is PskdyPsk0d ø 3 3 102.
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involving a number of counts equal to1.5 3 104 by each
detection channel. Within this runno coincidenceswere
detected. The other experimental points in Fig. 2 we
determined approximately by the same number of coun

All this provides the first demonstration that, under a
propriate conditions, it is possible to conceive a macr
scopic quantum device that emits, over asingle output
radiation mode, approximately a single photon per pul
with a quasideterministicgeneration of a quantum radi
ation state, at a repetition rate as high as 100 MHz a
with a quantum efficiency close to 1. This result leads
a still more important consequence. The single-molec
excitation process could be straightforwardly reproducedn
times within the same device by multiple focusing withi
the macroscopic transverse extensionlt of the samefield
mode [19]. Since within that mode the SpE dynamics
the n excited molecules are strongly coupled by relativi
tically causal, superradiant interactions acting with a r
tardation timett shorter than the coherence timetc of
the field emitted by the microcavity withf ¿ 1, tt 
ltyc ø 2slycd

p
f ø tc ø slycdf, then the emitted, in-

distinguishablen single photons do belong to thesame
space-time extension of the output field mode, i.e., th
form a quantum Fockjnl state [20]. The experimental re
alization of this condition would certainly determine a ne
exciting endeavor within the quantum optics communit
The preliminary results of our investigation in this direc
tion are quite encouraging.
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